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Weathering Life
We’ve come bouncing along the top, skittering and sliding into 2012 still afloat, and
onward we go. Wish us continued good luck.
Our club’s repeater sites and clubhouse have
survived major changes and renovations
nearby, and our ham family’s online presence
continues with changes also. The repeater
antenna tower we share near Watsonville
Airport has just undergone another round
of antenna hardware upgrades (though not
of our antennas), and our repeater antenna
tower in Santa Cruz has been moved completely off of the roof of the building where
it had been mounted since 1987, and that
entire big building is now demolished, gone.
Still, we have the good old full-time RFlinked K6BJ 146.790- and KI6EH 147.945repeaters, each with a telephone patch
for club members, and K6BJ 146.790- has
Echolink or IRLP open access for any courteous hams, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
Also, our k6bj wireless internet link on 5.7
GHz from town up to the repeater site in
Santa Cruz is serving to provide internet
access for our IRLP and Echolink connections
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for the linked Santa Cruz and Watsonville VHF
repeaters, and for our club station HF internet remote (Skype/HRD) transceiver, and for
our two Winlink2000 Packet server stations
(on 1200baud and 9600baud in Santa Cruz),
and for our new (non-Icom) DSTAR repeater
on 441.675 MHz in Santa Cruz. Even if our
internet link or PG&E electricity stops working, our repeaters can still function.
Meanwhile, our www.k6bj.org and www.ares.
santa-cruz.ca.us websites have just been
moved to a new host server, at cruzio.com
in Santa Cruz, after lo’ those many years of
being generously hosted at our former host
server, John DuBois’s deepthought.armory.
com. John’s webserver recently was having
trouble, and the host change was suggested
to improve our websites’ uptime reliability.
Cruzio graciously agreed to host the websites
locally for us as community service. As for so
many years already, the K6BJ and ARES Mailman email mailing lists are still hosted on
John’s deepthought server, although that too
may change as the future unfolds. All systems
are up and running at this time, awaiting
more of your transmissions. Have fun with
amateur radio!
—73, Cap KE6AFE
      SCCARC 2012 Repeater Committee Chair

SCCARC Membership
Renewals:
•DEADLINE MARCH 31•

Brandon Hanson KG6YPI will speak on
“remote hams” technology, a new worldwide amateur radio system. Brandon’s
website is www.remotehams.com

March Raffle
Start Your Spring Cleaning Early!
Just think how much easier your spring
cleaning will be once you’ve cleared out
all that extra radio gear and brought it for
the raffle at our March membership meeting! We are not limited to radio-related
items, though. Have a look around--your
discards may be someone else’s treasure!

If you have already renewed your membership for 2012, thank you! If you haven’t,
please do it now. Annual dues are $25 for
full members, $6 each for each additional
member at the same mailing address, and
$10 for full-time students age 18 or under.
Dues may be paid in cash or check (payable
to SCCARC) in person, at regular Club meetings, or checks may be mailed to SCCARC,
P.O. Box 238, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-0238

Member Profile
Robert Ritchey (KJ6FPP)

Robert is not only a new member he is
also our new Club President. Robert has
convened our recent Club and Board meetings like a true pro. Robert grew up locally,
went to Aptos High and is expecting to be
awarded a degree in computer networking at Cabrillo College at any time. What
lead him to Ham Radio is some kind sole
gave him a dual band radio and this was
the incentive to go for his license. So far
his main interest is related to ARES but
the wide range of our hobby is becoming apparent. Robert’s passion is clearly
related to trains and he has a hand in
maintaining exhibits of historical value
at a site in Watsonville. To all members:
Introduce yourself and give him a warm
welcome. To Robert: we wish you success
in your chosen career and don’t be shy
of approaching our many subject matter
experts. Welcome to our Club.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
The following members have joined (or
rejoined) our Club:
Fred Miles KJ6OOV
Ron Halem N6ATP
Linda Bittner K6GRL
Ray Matteis KE6NHG

CLUB MEETING FRIDAY MARCH 16, 7:30PM
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New Tricks for Frank
Frank Carroll (K6BDK original call) is well known for his keen interest in current technology
especially digital modes. Frank recently bought a K3 and David KG6IRW called in to show
some of the very cool tools included in the HamRadioDelux suite like the SuperBrowser and
additional packages such as PSKReporter.
Go for em Frank!
—W6WO

Everyone greatly enjoyed the presentation
given by Austin, AB6VU at the February
club meeting. I was greatly impressed with
the discussion of Alternate Energy Sources.
We all like to get something “free,” even
though it really isn’t. Initial costs of generators, regulators and storage batteries
can result in needed power and long- term
savings. Two decades ago, my neighbor
installed a solar water heating system for
his entire house. The solar array containing
water pipes extended along one side of his
property. It cost over $20K. His calculations showed he could have recouped this
cost within 10 years. The system leaked
and broke down repeatedly. It finally had
to be abandoned. The theory was good but
impractical.
As a sailor, I am always intrigued by “free”
power aboard sailboats. The wind itself is
free, so we sailors say, but the sails are
expensive. Solar panels are great as they
work for you on sunny days. In rain, fog
or at night, not so good. I always favored
the trailing generator for power. A device
with impeller is tossed overboard and
towed behind the boat. The rotating impeller drives an alternator and produces the
necessary voltage to charge ship’s batteries. Good idea, not cheap and comes with
the disadvantage that big ugly fish love
them and swallow them in one quick pass.
A wind generator, on the other hand, is
great except for initial cost and the noise
factor. Usually mounted on the stern, they
are great when they work. Some boaters
complain that when seeking an anchorage, they now must find one with plenty
of wind – the opposite of a nice peaceful
spot in the sun. Mary Duffield, WA6KFA,
had one mounted on her 34 foot sailboat.
It was very large and with wooden blades
to drive the generator. It was built for her
by Cabrillo College students in the Solar
Studies department. “Everytime I turn to
port when entering B dock, “ she said,
“its gyroscopic effect could be felt on my
rudder.”

On March 7/8 severe solar storms were
reported to effect GPS and other electronic devices. I noticed this morning on
the Maritime Mobile Net (7.255.5) that
normally easy stations to work were “no
copy.” Relays up and down the coast were
effective in passing message traffic. Years
ago I contacted an anchored boat down
in Baja. A non-ham friend whom I had
sailed with in San Diego, was anchored
nearby. The ham I contacted delivered my
message. He had to dive overboard and
swim to the adjacent boat. He returned
with a reply. Can’t ask for better service
than that!

Treasurer’s Report
The January 2012 Treasurer’s Report
presented to the Board of Directors
showed that the SCCARC treasury had
$4,362.11 in cash and bank accounts
(total less encumbrances: $3,835.11).
At that time all financial obligations for
which invoices had been received had
been met. This Report will be available for review at the March 16 Club
meeting .

D-STAR
Comes to Namibia
D-Star is truly going places where it has
never been before. This with word that radio
amateurs in Windhoek, Namibia now have
their own D-Star repeater operational and on
the air.
Reportedly, the biggest challenge to getting the system operational was obtaining a
stable data connection to the internet. This
was solved with a 3G connection and the
help of the biggest cellular telephone service
provider in Namibia.
Right now the system is at a temporary
low level location. According to V51JP,
the Repeater will be moved to its final site
as soon as everyone is satisfied that it is
performing correctly. V51JP also says that he
thanks DL1YBL and DL5DI for their assistance
in getting the new D-Star repeater up and
running.
More about this new D-Star system in
Namibia is on-line www.qsl.net/narl. (V51JP)
—Amateur Radio Newsline
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The Right Tool for the Job
The powerful and popular software tool called
LTSpice was briefly described in the February
Short Skip. LT stands for Linear Technology
who is the company behind the package and
SPICE stands for Simulation Program with
Integrated Circuit Elements. This tool does a
superb job of helping you build circuits from
a library of items and measuring the voltages,
currents and waveforms at any point.
The functions of various software tools tend
to overlap but ease of use comes from packages that are focused on a specific subject.
For example a clear winner for filter design
is Jim Tonne’s (W4ENE) program called Elsie.
I particularly like the ease of altering the
design and tuning the value of parts with
real-time views of the results. Antenna and
transmission line modelling software has
become very popular and there are many to
choose from. My favorite is EZNEC by Roy
Lewallen (W7EL) another called NEC2 is also
popular. These are powerful tools and not
difficult to use but not as interactive as I
would like.
If you design an antenna and erect it, you are
lucky if it behaves just like the model predicts
but there is a good chance it will not. At
this point there is nothing for it but to use a
hardware antenna analyzer and if this shows
something is dramatically wrong problems
with the construction are the likely cause. If
the antenna and feedline combination does
not provide the expected SWR or bandwidth it
suggests adjusting the model or making some
judgement of what’s required. In either case
some cut and try effort will be involved.
The feedline makes an impact on the overall
performance and is the first thing to check. It
should be disconnected from the antenna and
terminated in a dummy load having the same
characteristic impedance as the line (for coax
almost always either 50 or 75 Ohms ). The
analyzer should now show a SWR of 1.0:1or
very close to it. If the SWR is higher than
1.5:1 it suggests poor joints in the connectors
or severe kinks or other damage to the cable.
Accurately measure and record the length of
the cable while you have access to it.
Using cheap or deteriorated coax is poor
judgement. If the cable has over 10 years of
external use, the outer sheath and braid has
probably deteriorated and I would replace the
whole length. Assuming confidence in the
condition of the feedline, how can the SWR or
bandwidth be improved? One likely possibility
is the length of cable is acting as an imped-

ance transformer and adversely modifying
the impedance of the antenna as seen by the
radio/analyzer. The cut-and-try method for
dealing with this is to add a few extra feet
of cable then recheck the SWR. If there is no
change then it suggests the antenna has a
problem of its own or with the environment
on the other hand if it gets either better or
worse add a few more feet and check again.
Yes I recall we are supposed to be describing
software tools so what’s a better way ? We
need to know the impedance at the feedpoint of the antenna. There are two ways
to get at this, climb the pole/tower with an
analyzer, connect it and make a measurement. This is unsafe and your body will most
likely de-tune the antenna so-bad idea. By
far the best way is to get some help from a
local Ham with a Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA). A VNA and associated software can
measure complex impedance very accurately
provided it is calibrated to make transparent
any connections to what you are measuring. In the case of a an antenna, calibration
makes the feedline transparent and what the
VNA measures is the same as if it were physically at the antenna connection. By comparing this information with the original model
we can get a fair idea of what’s going on and
what might be done to improve matters.
A new software tool written by Ward Harriman (AE6TY) called SimSmith has just been
released. What I like most about it is all the
elements to simulate reactive components,
transmission lines and a Smith Chart are in
the same window. Moreover tuning buttons
to change element values are also present
and the results of adjusting them show up
immediately on the chart. As far as I know
the ability of SimSmth to import EZNEC
and VNA files is unique. We are now able to
compare EZNEC data with VNA data on Smith
charts. Challenged by Smith charts ? You are
not alone but Ward provides a crash course in
the form of 6 ten-minute movies on his web
site <AE6TY.com>. Invest the single hour
and you will be delighted. In view of what
was described above pay special attention to
Ward’s treatment of the 80 meter dipole.
All of the tools just described are either free
or well within the budget of a serious experimenter and there are many more. In addition
there are some limited versions of some
professional tools that are freely available. To
Model. Make and Measure anything will add
much to your enjoyment of the hobby.
—Ron W6WO

The Magic Lives On

We see the spirit of Ham radio being re-kindled
in many who were Hams in earlier years. One
such is my friend Gary WB9JPS who sent me
this note. The magic lives on !
—Ron W6WO

Had a fun weekend doing the DX contest,
enjoying all your little birds tweeting CQ. I
just search for new countries, and by golly
I got 29 of them, so now I have 101 in the
log and over 60 confirmed as of today. Not
bad for 5 months of weekend-only operating. Now I really know how to operate this
new-fangled rig and hear things in the noise
and QRM.
Funniest things I saw were on the DX
spots: A Zimbabwe pops up near the end
of the contest. Spotter comments, “Git him
boys!!!!” And at that moment all of the
world’s RF energy was focused on Africa. I
should check the world news for reports of
fires breaking out there. And at the end
of the contest, all goes quiet of course,
and someone comments, “Now back to our
regular programming.”
I put up a Cushcraft MA5VA vertical, on a
10-foot pipe tucked behind the garage next
to a neighbor’s tree. Painted it non-spectral
grey, like a good NATO aircraft and it’s fairly
hard to see. Sometimes it’s better than my
low dipole. Sometimes not. So I switch
back and forth and see which is best at the
moment. As long as the other guy is moving
my S meter, I know that I have a prayer of
him hearing me. At S0, I have learned not
to bother, it is impossible. The S7+ noise
on 40m sort of works in my favor. If I can
hear THEM, they can always hear ME. I
assembled a 5-foot resonant loop for 40m to
see if there is a difference in the ultimate
SNR, but apparently the nature of my noise
is not close-proximity, so the net results is
exactly the same as the dipole. I put up a
photo of my massive antenna array on QRZ.
Maybe you should talk me into buying a
KPA500, the $2000 S unit.
Also I’m at just 5 states to go for WAS. Does
anyone operate in West Virginia? I am not
sure. Also went thru my old QSL collection
from high school days in Illinois. Turns out I
was at 49 states, with only WY missing. And
that was without actually trying, but it did
take 8 years.
Really nice to be operating again after so
many years of making only a few sporadic
contacts. In April, it will be 40 years a ham
for me.
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SCCARC Calendar of Events

SCCARC Board - 2012
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Board

K6BJ Trustee

Robert Ritchey
Brandon Bealer

Kathleen McQuilling
David Copp
Doug Burklo
Mike Doern
Bruce Hawkins
Cap Pennell
Jack Ragen
Allen Fugelseth

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

KJ6FFP

KJ6DKK
KI6AIE
476-6303
WS2I
708-2206
KI6ZIB
KM6IKE
477-1161
AC6DN
689-9923
KE6AFE
429-1290
W3IVQ		
WB6RWU
475-8846

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8		
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8 (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

Address Changes?
If any of your contact information has
changed, please notify SCCARC Secretary
Kathleen McQuilling, KI6AIE, in person at
the Club meeting or by email to ki6aie@
k6bj.org by January 31 in order to have
your current information printed in the
new directory.
—Kathleen KI6AIE, Secretary, SCCARC

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
P.O. BOX 238
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0238

ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

Friday
Friday
Sat
Friday
Mon
Friday

Mar 16
Mar 16
Mar 10, 24
Mar 22
Apr 9
Apr 20

MONTHLY MEETINGS.
The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are
at Dominican Hospital, Education Center, 1555 Soquel
Drive, Santa Cruz.

Net Control Schedule:
3/12

Tom K6TG

3/19

Lou KJ6CAI

3/26

Phil KE6UWH

4/2

Chris KG6DOZ

4/9

Tom K6TG
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